
Head out of the carpark
Turn right on Richmond Park Rd
Stay on the path until you meet

 the paths East and West
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Follow the compass
To where the Sun SETS

Use your VISION superpower
To find a bugs' bed!

CLUE 1

Sam's tip:
North, East, South or West? 

 Don't don't be fooled by the first bed
you see! 
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YOU DID IT!!! 
Do read on to find the next thing.

It's something tall & something green
Adorned with cute fluffy catkins!

What could it be!

CLUE 2

Sam's tip:
That's a strange goat I see in the distance 

all green and tall?! 
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SAY HI! to our Goat Willow
graceful and swaying, 

then head back out,
 but don't despair

 the way OUT leads to 
the way IN!

CLUE 3
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Back at the crossroads!
Found any surprises?

Now walk by the woodland
The way the sun rises

Just by the bend you will see a surprise

CLUE 4

Sam's tip:
For your compass signs think of the rhyme,

 Never Eat Shredded Wheat!
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Well done! Now move on
To a secret clearing...

With wildflowers and butterflies
Are those bees that you're hearing??

CLUE 5

Sam's tip:
Stay left, not right to find your next clue!  
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Your next clue is stashed
By a young, regal tree

It's an Acer, planted specially
For our Queen's jubilee!

CLUE 6

Sam's tip:
Follow the path and you will soon see the tree
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Getting closer! Go Heroes!
Do you need a rest?
Where might you sit,

Take the weight off your legs...?

CLUE 7
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That's it, take five...
Then find water ahead

Take your feet to the Tower
And around the dry bed

CLUE 8

Sam's tip:
With you back to the bench,  run 

straight ahead then turn right to enter the
cute little den
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Now you're a ninja
Stealthy and quiet

Find a sleeper in a box, 
Don't forget to look up!

CLUE 9

Sam's tip:
At the next clue look up to see a number 6!
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Ssssh! You found it!
But what else can you see?

It's a house, for things winged
But what ELSE lives up in the trees?

CLUE 10

Sam's tip:
For the next clue look up to see a number 5,

and an animal's home with the name of a
superhero!
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Sam's Says What wise bird needs a box 
This BIG for it's wings?

While the box with the slits
Invites a SONAR-POWERED flyer in!

CLUE 11

ONE MORE fearless heroes
Is all that you need

To the TOP of the hill
To collect the treasure 

at base that is waiting for you!
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well done
You did it!

But before your treat superhero,
what was Sam's powers?

And remember we need to know
your own special powers!

Letters obtained
Mission complete 

Now go get your superhero treat!
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